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Pavlov's Bullls
by Jereemy Grantha
am
About 100 years ag
go, the Russiian physiolog
gist Ivan Pavvlov noticed that when thhe feeding
bell was rung, his dogs would salivate beffore they saw
w the actual food. They had been
“condiitioned.” And
d so it was with “The Greeat Stimulus”” of 2008-09.. The markett’s players
salivated long befo
ore they could
d see actual results.
r
And the market rroared up as it usually
does. That
T was the main meal. But
B the tea-tiime bell for eentering Yeaar 3 of the Prresidential
Cycle was struck on
o October 1.
1 Since 1964
4, “routine” Year 3 stim
mulus has hellped drive
the S&
&P up a remaarkable 23% above
a
any in
nfl ation. Andd this time, thhe tea has beeen spiced
with QE2.
Q
Moral hazard
h
was seen
s
to be alive and welll, and the doogs were rariing to go.

The market came out of its starting gate like a greyhound, and has already surged 13% (by
January 12), leaving the average Year 3 in easy reach (+9%). The speculative stocks, as
usual, were even better, with the Russell 2000 leaping almost 19%. We have all been welltrained market dogs, salivating on cue and behaving exactly as we are expected to. So
much for free will!

Recent Predictions ...
From time to time, it is our practice to take a look at our predictive hits and misses in an
important market phase. I’ll try to keep it brief: how did our prognostication skill stand up
to Pavlov’s bulls? Well, to be blunt, brilliantly on general principle; we foretold its broad
outline in my 1Q 2009 Letter and warned repeatedly of the probable strength of Year 3.
But we were quite disappointing in detail.

The Good News ...
For someone who has been mostly bearish for the last 20 years (of admittedly generally
overpriced markets), I got this rally more or less right at the macro level. In my 1Q 2009
Letter, I wrote, “I am parting company with many of my bearish allies for a while ... we
could easily get a prodigious response to the greatest monetary and fiscal stimulus by far
in U.S. history ... we are likely to have a remarkable stock rally, far in excess of anything
justified by either long-term or short-term economic fundamentals ... [to] way beyond fair
value [then 880] to the 1000-1100 level or so before the end of the year.” As a
consequence, in traditional balanced accounts, we moved from an all-time low of 38% in
global equities in October 2008 to 62% in March 2009. (If only that had been 72%,
though, as, in hindsight, it probably should have been.) In the same Letter, I said of the
economy, “The current stimulus is so extensive globally that surely it will kick up the
economies of at least some of the larger countries, including the U.S. and China, by late
this year ...”
On one part of the fundamentals we were, in contrast, completely wrong. On the topic of
potential problems, I wrote, “Not the least of these will be downward pressure on profit
margins that for 20 years had benefited from rising asset prices sneaking through into
margins.” Why I was so wrong, I cannot say, because I still don’t understand how the U.S.
could have massive numbers of unused labor and industrial capacity yet still have peak
profit margins. This has never happened before. In fact, before Greenspan, there was a
powerful positive correlation between profit margins and capacity in the expected
direction. It is one of the reasons that we in asset allocation strongly suspect the bedrock

on which these fat profits rest. We still expect margins to regress to more normal levels.
On the topic of resource prices, my long-term view was, and still is, very positive. Not that
I don’t expect occasional vicious setbacks – that is the nature of the beast. I wrote in my
2Q 2009 Letter, “We are simply running out of everything at a dangerous rate ... We must
prepare ourselves for waves of higher resource prices and periods of shortages unlike
anything we have faced outside of wartime conditions.”
In homage to the Fed’s remarkable powers to move the market, I argued in successive
quarters that the market’s “line of least resistance” was up – to the 1500 range on the S&P
by October 2011. That outlook held if the market and economy could survive smaller
possibilities of double-dips. On fundamentals, I still believe that the economies of the
developed world will settle down to growth rates that are adequate, but lower than in the
past, and that we are pecking our way through my “Seven Lean Years.” We face a triple
threat in this regard: 1) the loss of wealth from housing, commercial real estate, and still,
to some extent, the stock market, which stranded debt and resulted in a negative wealth
effect; 2) the slowing growth rate of the working-age population; and 3) increasing
commodity prices and periods of scarcity, to which weather extremes will contribute. To
judge the accuracy of this forecast will take a while, but it is clear from the early phases
that this is the worst-ever recovery from a major economic downturn, especially in terms
of job creation.

And the Bad News ...
We pointed out that quality stocks – the great franchise companies – were the cheapest
stock group. Cheapness in any given year is often a frail reed to lean upon, and so it was
in 2009 and again last year, resulting in about as bad a pasting for high quality as it has
ever had. We have already confessed a few times to the crime of not being more open to
the beauties of riskier stocks in a Fed-driven market. And in the name of value, we
underperformed. Reviewing this experience, we feel that it would have been reasonable to
have shifted to at least an increased percentage of risky investments after March 2009,
because some of them, notably emerging market equities, did have estimates almost as
high as quality. In fact, some were well within the range of our normal estimating error,
although, of course, quality stocks were not only the least expensive, they were also the
least risky, often a formidable combination. But even if we had made such a move at the
lows, more extreme value discrepancies by early 2010 would have compelled us to move
back to our present position – heavily overweight quality stocks – that we have carried for
several years. Our sustained heavy overweight in quality stocks in 2009 was painful,

intellectually and otherwise. Our pain in 2010 was more “business as usual,” waiting for
the virtues of value to be revealed. The saving grace is that, although value is a weak force
in any single year, it becomes a monster over several years. Like gravity, it slowly wears
down the opposition.
The fundamentals have also worked against quality, with lower quality companies and
small caps posting better earnings. They typically respond better to Fed-type stimulus. But
like other components of value, profit margins always move remorselessly back to their
long-term averages, or almost always.
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So, where are we now? Although “quality” stocks are very cheap and small caps are very
expensive (as are lower quality companies), we are in Year 3 of the Presidential Cycle,
when risk – particularly high volatility, but including all of its risky cousins – typically
does well and quality does poorly. Not exactly what we need! The mitigating feature once
again is an extreme value discrepancy in our favor, but this never matters less than it does
in a Year 3. This is the age-old value manager’s dilemma: we can more or less depend on
quality winning over several years, but it may well underperform for a few more quarters.
We have always felt we should lean more heavily on the longer-term higher confidence.
As a simple rule, the market will tend to rise as long as short rates are kept low. This
seems likely to be the case for eight more months and, therefore, we have to be prepared
for the market to rise and to have a risky bias. As such, we have been looking at the
previous equity bubbles for, if the S&P rises to 1500, it would officially be the latest in the
series of true bubbles. All of the famous bubbles broke, but only after short rates had
started to rise, sometimes for quite a while. We have only found a couple of unimportant
two-sigma 40-year bubbles that broke in the midst of declining rates, and that was nearly
50 years ago. The very famous, very large bubbles also often give another type of
warning. Probably knowing they are dancing close to the cliff and yet reluctant to stop,
late in bubbles investors often migrate to safer stocks, and risky stocks betray their high
betas by underperforming. We can get into the details another time, but suffice it to say
that there are usually warnings, sometimes several, before a bubble breaks. Overvaluation
must be present to define a bubble, but it is not a useful warning in and of itself.
I fear that rising resource prices could cause serious inflation in some emerging countries
this year. In theory, this could stop the progress of the bubble that is forming in U.S.
equities. In practice, it is unlikely to stop our market until our rates have at least started to
rise. Given the whiffs of deflation still lingering from lost asset values, the continued weak

housing market, weak employment, and very contained labor costs, an inflationary scare
in the U.S. seems a ways off.

Commodities, Weather, and Markets
Climate and weather are hard to separate. My recommendation is to ignore everything that
is not off the charts and in the book of new records. The hottest days ever recorded were
all over the place last year, with 2010 equaling 2005 as the warmest year globally on
record. Russian heat and Pakistani floods, both records, were clearly related in the eyes of
climatologists. Perhaps most remarkable, though, is what has been happening in Australia:
after seven years of fierce drought, an area the size of Germany and France is several feet
under water. This is so out of the range of experience that it has been described as “a flood
of biblical proportions.” More to the investment point: Russian heat affects wheat prices
and Australian floods interfere with both mining and crops. Weather-induced
disappointment in crop yield seems to be becoming commonplace. This pattern of weather
extremes is exactly what is predicted by the scientific establishment. Snow on Capitol
Hill, although cannon fodder for some truly dopey and ill-informed Congressmen, is also
perfectly compatible. Weather instability will always be the most immediately obvious
side effect of global warming.
One last story, which is far from hard science, but to me at least intriguing; I support
research being done by the New England Aquarium on the right whale (so called because
it was just perfect for catching, killing, and turning into whale oil). We had lunch with the
right whale expert one month ago – hot off the press! – and were informed of a new
development. Three hundred and fifty or so right whales (out of the remaining population
of some 500, down from at least hundreds of thousands), have always shown up in late
summer for several weeks of feeding in the Bay of Fundy. This year, for the first time in
the 30 years of the study, they were “no shows.” Calling up and down the coast, they were
able to locate only 100 of them (all known by sight as individuals; none of which stayed
more than a day or two anywhere). It is hoped that their food supply had simply moved to
another location. The cause for this is unknown and may take years to be very confident
of, but the most likely candidate is that extra cold fresh water run-off from melting ice,
mainly Greenland, had shifted currents or interfered in other ways with the location of
their food. If indeed the cause were accelerated run-off, then this would be completely
compatible with another long-established hypothesis: that extra cold fresh water from
Greenland might cool the Gulf Stream, the great conveyor of heat to Great Britain and
Northern Europe. If this were in fact the case, then London would wake up and find itself
feeling a lot more like Montreal – on the same latitude – than it is used to, producing, for

example, the winter there that all travelers are reading about today.
You read it here first, and conservative scientists will perhaps be writing it up in a learned
journal in two or more years. It is, though, a wonderfully simple example of how a warm
winter in the Northern ice might have destabilized systems, ultimately resulting in a frigid
Northern Europe.

Resource Limitation Note
For my money, resource problems exacerbated by weather instability will be our biggest
and most complicated investment problem for years to come. How should we prepare for
it? First, we should all transfer more of our intellectual resources to the problem. Yes, we
have already recommended forestry, agricultural land, and “stuff in the ground.” It would
be nice to back this up with more detail. To this end, we are starting to look more closely
at commodity cycles, both historically and currently. We will report back from time to
time.
By the way, the good news is that our long-term bubble study, started in 1998, has become
a monster. Formerly a study of the handfuls of famous, accepted investment bubbles, we
are now well into a statistically rigorous review of primary, secondary, and possibly even
tertiary bubbles, and now count a stunning 320 completed bubbles. For now, we do not
intend to make our complete review generally available, but we will review some
interesting “average” bubble behavior in a few months.
So, we do know some useful stuff about commodities. The complicating point is that in
the recent few years, commodities seem to be making a paradigm shift. If this is so, it will
be the most important paradigm shift to date. The bad news is that paradigm shifts cannot,
by definition, be described well using history. It is all about judgment. Now there’s a real
problem.

Looking Forward
• Be prepared for a strong market and continued outperformance of everything risky.
• But be aware that you are living on borrowed time as a bull; on our data, the market is
worth about 910 on the S&P 500, substantially less than current levels, and most risky
components are even more overpriced.
• The speed with which you should pull back from the market as it advances into

dangerously overpriced territory this year is more of an art than a science, but by October
1 you should probably be thinking much more conservatively.
• As before, in our opinion, U.S. quality stocks are the least overpriced equities.
• To make money in emerging markets from this point, animal sprits have to stay strong
and not much can go wrong. This is possibly the last chapter in a 12-year love affair.
Emerging equities seem to be in the early stages of the “Emerging, Emerging Bubble”
that, 3½ years ago, I suggested would occur. How far a bubble expands is always
anyone’s guess, but from now on, we must be more careful.
• For those of us in Asset Allocation, currencies are presently too iffy to choose between.
Occasionally, in our opinion, one or more get far out of line. This is not one of those
occasions.
• Resource stocks, as in “stuff in the ground,” are likely to be fine investments for the very
long term. But short term, they can really ruin a quarter, and they have certainly moved a
lot recently.
• We think forestry is still a good, safe, long-term play. Good agricultural land is as well.
• What to watch out for: commodity price rises in the next few months could be so large
that governmental policies in emerging countries might just stop the global equity bull
market. My guess, though, is that this is not the case in the U.S. just yet.

Things that Really Matter in 2011 and Beyond (in one person’s view) for
Investments and Real Life
• Resources running out, putting strong but intermittent pressure on commodity prices
• Global warming causing destabilized weather patterns, adding to agricultural price
pressures
• Declining American educational standards relative to competitors
• Extraordinary income disparities and a lack of progress of American hourly wages
• Everything else.

SPECIAL TOPIC
January 2011
Letters to the Investment Committee XVII
Speech at the Annual Benjamin Graham and David Dodd Breakfast (Columbia
University, October 7, 2009), edited for reading.

Part 2: On the Importance of Asset Class Bubbles for Value Investors and Why
They Occur
Jeremy Grantham
To set the scene for Part 2, let me repeat some of my opening paragraph from Part 1: “I’ve
also been pretty irritated by Graham-and-Doddites because they have managed to deduce
from a great book of 75 years ago, Security Analysis, that somehow bubbles and busts can
be ignored. You don’t have to deal with that kind of thing, they argue, you just keep your
nose to the grindstone of stock picking. They feel there is something faintly speculative
and undesirable about recognizing bubbles. It is this idea, in particular, that I want to
attack today, because I am at the other end of the spectrum: I believe the only things that
really matter in investing are the bubbles and the busts. And here or there, in some country
or in some asset class, there is usually something interesting going on in the bubble
business.”
Moving on to asset bubbles and how they form brings us to Exhibit 1. It shows how I
think the market works. Remember, when it comes to the workings of the market, Keynes
really got it. Career risk drives the institutional world. Basically, everyone behaves as if
their job description is “keep it.” Keynes explains perfectly how to keep your job: never,
ever be wrong on your own. You can be wrong in company; that’s okay. For example,
every single CEO of, say, the 30 largest financial companies failed to see the housing bust
coming and the inevitable crisis that would follow it. Naturally enough, “Nobody saw it
coming!” was their cry, although we knew 30 or so strategists, economists, letter writers,
and so on who all saw it coming.
Exhibit 1. The Way the Investment World Goes Around: They Were Managing
Their Careers, Not Their Clients’ Risk

But in general, tho
ose who danced off the cliff
c
had enoough companny that, if thhey didn’t
commiit other large errors, theey were safee; missing thhe pending ccrisis was faar from a
sufficieent reason fo
or getting fireed, apparentlly. Keynes hhad it right: ““A sound bannker, alas,
is not one
o who foreesees danger and avoids it,
i but one whho, when he is ruined, is ruined in
a conv
ventional and
d orthodox way
w along witth his fellow
ws, so that noo one can reaally blame
him.” So,
S what you
u have to do is look arou
und and see w
what the otheer guy is doinng and, if
you want
w
to be su
uccessful, jusst beat him to the draw
w. Be quickeer and slickeer. And if
everyo
one is looking
g at everybod
dy else to seee what’s goinng on to miniimize their caareer risk,
then we
w are going to
t have herdiing. We are all
a going to ssurge in one ddirection, andd then we
are alll going to surge
s
in thee other direcction. We aare going too generate suubstantial
momen
ntum, which is measurab
ble in every financial assset class, andd has been soo forever.
Sometiimes the perriodicity of th
he momentum
m shifts, butt it’s always there. It’s tthe single
largestt inefficiency
y in the marrket. There are
a plenty of inefficienciees, probably hhundreds.
But the overwhelm
mingly biggest one is mo
omentum (crreated througgh a perfectlyy rational
reason, Paul Woollley would say
y): acting to keep your joob is rationall. But it doessn’t create
an effficient market. In fact, in many ways
w
this hherding can be inefficieent, even
dysfun
nctional.
Keynes also had so
omething to say
s on extrap
polation, whicch is very ceentral to the pprocess of
momen
ntum. He saaid that extrrapolation iss a “convenntion” we addopt to deall with an

uncertain world, even though we know from personal experience that such an exercise is
far from stable. In other words, by definition, if you make a prediction of any kind, you
are taking career risk. To deal with this risk, economists, for example, take pains to be
conservative in their estimates until they see the other guy’s estimates. One can see how
economists cluster together in their estimates and, even when the economy goes off the
cliff, they will merely lower their estimates by 30 basis points each month, instead of
whacking them down by 300 in month one. That way, they can see what the other guy is
doing. So they go down 30, look around, go down another 30, and so on. And the market
is gloriously inefficient because of this type of career-protecting gamesmanship.
But there is a central truth to the stock market: underneath it all, there is an economic
reality. There is arbitrage around the replacement cost. If you can buy a polyethylene plant
in the market for half the price of building one, you can imagine how many people will
build one. Everybody stops building and buys their competitors’ plants via the stock
market. You run out of polyethylene capacity, the price eventually rises and rises until you
sharpen your pencil and find you can build a new plant, with a safety margin and a decent
return, and the cycle ends. Conversely, if you can lay fiber-optic cable and have it valued
in the marketplace at three times the price that it cost you to install, then you will sell a
few shares and lay some more cable, until you drown in fiber-optic cable, which is exactly
what happened in 2001 and 2002.
The problem is that some of these cycles happen really fast, and some happen very slowly.
And the patience of the client is three point zero zero years. If you go over that time limit,
you are imperiled, and some of these cycles do indeed exceed it. You lose scads of
business, as GMO did in 1998 and 1999. This timing uncertainty is what creates career
and business risk. This is really a synopsis of Keynes’ Chapter 12 without the elegance.
Exhibit 1 also divides the process into the Keynes part and the Graham and Dodd part.
Another word about extrapolation. Extrapolation is another way of understanding the
market. Exhibit 2 (Bond Market and Inflation) is my favorite extrapolation exhibit. It
shows how the long Government Bond has traditionally extrapolated the short-term
inflation rate into the distant future. You can see how inflation peaked at 13% in 1982.
Now, with inflation at 13%, you would expect the T-bill to yield around 15%. It did. How
about the 30-year Bond? It yielded 16%. The 30-year Bond took an extreme point in
inflation (13%) that existed for all of about 20 minutes and extrapolated it for 30 years! Of
course, with an added 3% for a real return. Volcker was snorting flames that he was going
to crush inflation or die in the attempt, and they still extrapolated 13% for 30 years. Then,
in 2003, infl ation was down to 2% and the 30-year Bond was down to 5%. 2% inflation

plus th
hree points off real return again.
a
Oh, it was going too stay at 2% ffor 30 years tthis time?
It’s inccredibly naïv
ve extrapolatiion, isn’t it? And,
A
in a waay, the stock market is evven worse.
Exhibiit 3 shows th
he ebb and flow
f
of P/E.. In an efficcient world, it would be far more
stable. Andrew Lo
o of MIT saiid that the market
m
has tw
wo phases: a lot of the time it is
efficien
nt and then – bang! – it will
w become crazy
c
for a w
while. This is not at all how
w I see it.
Every time the marrket crosses fair
f value, it’s efficient. F
For a few secconds every ffive or six
or seveen years, it’s efficient. Th
he rest of thee time, it is sspiking up orr spiking dow
wn, and is
inefficient.
Exhibiit 2. Long-Term Bond Yields
Y
– Extrrapolation att its Best

Sourcee: GMO As off 9/30/04
Exhibiit 3 – P/Es and
a Profit Margins:
M
Do
ouble-Countiing at its W
Worst (Why S
Shiller Is
Right))

Sourcee: GMO, Stan
ndard & Poo
or’s As of 6/30/07
Now, the market should
s
equall replacemen
nt cost, whicch means thee correlationn between
profit margins
m
and P/Es should
d be -1. Or, putting
p
it in simpler term
ms, if you haad a huge
profit margin for the
t whole ecconomy, cap
pitalism beinng what it iss, you wouldd want to
multiply it by a low
w P/E becau
use you know
w high returnns will suck in competitiion, more
capitall, and bid dow
wn the return
ns (converselly at the low
w end). But w
what actually happens?
Instead
d of having a correlation of -1, our reesearch show
ws it has a coorrelation of +
+.32. The
markett can’t even get
g the sign right!
r
High profit marginss receive highh P/Es and vvice versa,
and thee correlation
n is much greeater than +..32 at the peeaks and the troughs. Rigght at the
peak in
n 1929, we had record profit
p
margin
ns and recorrd P/Es. In 11965, there w
were new
record profit margiins and recorrd P/Es (21 times).
t
Now,, think aboutt 2000. We hhad a new
high in
n stated proffit margins an
nd decided to
t multiply itt by 35 timees earnings, a level so
much higher
h
than anything
a
that had preceded it. In compplete contrastt, in 1982 wee had halfnormall profits timees half-normaal P/Es (8 tim
mes). I mean, give me a brreak. We weere getting
nearly one-third of replacementt cost at the lo
ow, and almoost three tim
mes replacemeent cost at
the hig
gh in 2000. This
T double co
ounting is, fo
or me, the grreat driver off market volaatility and,
basicallly, it makes no sense. On
nce profit maargins start too roll, investtors look arouund at the
competition, who are
a all going along for thee ride, and wee get overpriicing as a ressult. It is a
classic fallacy of composition.
c
For an indiv
vidual comppany, having an exceptioonal profit
margin
n deserves a premium
p
P/E
E against its competitors.
c
But for the m
market as a w
whole, for

which profit margins are beautifully mean reverting, it is exactly the reverse. This
apparent paradox seems to fool the market persistently.
The process we’ve been looking at – career risk, herding momentum, extrapolation, and
double counting – allows, even facilitates, the process of asset class bubbles forming. But
asset bubbles don’t spring out of the ground entirely randomly. They usually get started
based on something real – something new and exciting or impressive, like unusually
strong sales, GDP, or profits, which allow the imagination to take flight. Then, when the
market is off and running, momentum and double counting (among other factors) allow
for an upward spiral far above that justified by the fundamentals. There is only one other
requirement for a bubble to form, and that is a generous supply of money. When you have
these two factors – a strong, ideally nearly perfect economy and generous money – you
are nearly certain to have a bubble form.
Forecasting bubbles, though, is problematic. It is hard work and involves predictions and
career risk. Whether bubbles will break, though, is an entirely different matter. Their
breaking is certain or very nearly certain, and that sort of prognosticating is much more
appealing to me as a job description. Any value manager worth his salt can measure when
there is a large bubble. To avoid exploiting bubbles is intellectual laziness or pure
chickenry and is a common failing, in my opinion, in otherwise sensible and suitably
brave Graham and Doddites.
I unabashedly worship bubbles. One of the very early ones – the famous South Sea Bubble
– is shown in Exhibit 4. It’s beautiful, isn’t it? The shape is perfect. The average of all of
the bubbles we have studied, by the way, is that they go up in three and a half years, and
down in three. Let me just say a word about that: 34 bubbles is not a surprising number to
an efficient market believer. Randomly, one would expect some outliers. So, we have a
nice little body of 34 to study. But here’s the problem: in the efficient market view, when
a bubble forms, it is seen as a paradigm shift – a genuine shift in the very long-term value
of an asset class or an industry. If that were the reason – a fundamental change, not the
package of basically behavioral factors we’ve described – then what would happen
following these peaks in an efficient world? Why, the prices would wander off on an
infinite variety of flight paths, half of them upwards and half downwards with, I suppose,
one or two nearly sideways. What happens exactly in our inconvenient real world? All of
them go back to the original trend, the trend that was in place before the bubble formed.
Take the U.S. housing bubble, for example. Based on its previous history of price and
volatility, it was a three-sigma, 100-year bubble. What were the odds that it would be
followed by a beautiful-looking bust of equal and opposite form? Why, 1 in 100, of

course. So a three--sigma bubblle should forrm randomly and burst evvery 100 x 1100 years,
or eveery 10,000 years,
y
like clockwork.
c
And the moore frequentt two-sigma, 40-year
compleeted bubbles would occurr every 1,600
0 years. Yet w
we have had 34 out of 34 complete
bubblee cycles, wh
hich would allow several universess to grow ccold before occurring
random
mly.
Exhibiit 4 – Isaac Newton’s
N
Niightmare
South Sea Stock December
D
17
718 – Decem
mber 1721

Marc Faber,
F
Editorr and Publish
her of “The Gloom,
G
Boom
m & Doom R
Report.”
This is one of th
he many reaasons that I am wildly enthusiasticc about bothh rational
expectations and th
he efficient market
m
hypoth
hesis. (Yes, I know we aare still waitinng for the
aberran
nt U.K. and Aussie houssing bubbles to break. A
And one day they will. E
Even with
their variable rate mortgages
m
to support them
m in bad timees as the ratees drop. I reccently met
a Brit paying
p
¾ of 1%. No kidd
ding.)
Exhibiit 4 also tells you a little bit
b about Isaaac Newton, w
which may bee true and, in any case,
is a greeat story. New
wton had thee great good luck
l
to get innto the Southh Sea Bubble early. He
made a really deceent investmen
nt and a very
y quick killinng, which m
mattered to hiim. It was
enough
h to count. He
H then gott out, and su
uffered the m
most painfull experiencee that can
happen
n in investing: he watcheed all of his friends gettting disgustinngly rich. H
He lost his

cool an
nd got back in, but to maake up for lo
ost time, he ggot back in w
with a wholee lot more
(some of it borrow
wed), nicely caught the decline,
d
and was totally wiped out. A
And he is
reporteed to have saaid somethin
ng like, “I caan calculate tthe movemennt of heavennly bodies
but nott the madness of men.”
Exhibiit 5 shows six
x bubbles fro
om 2000. Yo
ou can see hoow perfect thhey are. My ffavorite is
not thee NASDAQ, even though it went up tw
wo and a halff times in thrree years andd down all
the waay in two and
d a half yearss. My favoritte is the Neuuer Markt in G
Germany, whhich went
up tweelve times in three years, and lost eveery penny off it in two andd a half yearrs. That is
pretty impressive. It’s
I even bettter than the South
S
Sea Buubble. Whateever we Engllish could
do, thee Germans co
ould do betterr...
Exhibiit 5 – Perfect Bubbles off 2000

Sourcee: GMO, Dattastream As of
o 9/30/02
Exhibiit 6 is the U.S. housing bubble.
b
We were
w
showingg this exhibiit (cross my heart and
hope to
o die) half way up that steeep ascent. One
O reason w
we were so im
mpressed withh it is that
there had
h never beeen a housing
g bubble in American
A
histtory, as Robeert Shiller poointed out
and waas clear in thee data. Previo
ously, Chicago would booom, but Florrida would buust. There
was alw
ways enough
h diversificatiion. It took Greenspan.
G
Itt took zero innterest rates. It took an
amazin
ng repackagin
ng of mortgaage instrumen
nts. It took peeople begginng other peopple to take

equity out of their houses to buy another one
o down inn Florida. (W
We had neighhbors who
ended up with threee...) It was doomed, butt, right at thhe peak (Octoober 2006), Bernanke
said, “T
The U.S. hou
using markett largely refleects a strong U.S. econom
my ... the U.S
S. housing
markett has never declined.”
d
(M
Meaning, of course,
c
that itt never woulld.) What thee hell was
he thin
nking?! This is the
Exhibiit 6 – U.S. Housing
H
Bubb
ble Has Burrst

Sourcee: National Association
A
off Realtors, U.S.
U Census B
Bureau, GMO
O As of 6/30/1
/10
guy who
w got reapp
pointed. Surrrounded by statisticians,, he could nnot see a thrree-sigma
housin
ng bubble in a market that previously had never haad one lousyy bubble at alll. I say it
is akin
n to the Chicaago story wh
here two econ
nomics profeessors cross tthe quadranggle, pass a
$10 bill on the gro
ound, and don’t pick it up
p because thhey know, inn an efficientt world, it
wouldn
n’t be there since it wou
uld already have
h
been piccked up. Berrnanke coulddn’t see a
housin
ng bubble beccause he kneew we don’t have housingg bubbles – bubbles don’t exist in
big asset classes because
b
the market is efficient.
e
As Kindlebergger, the welll-regarded
econom
mics historiaan said, the efficient market
m
peoplee (like Fama, French, C
Cochrane,
Lucas, and Malkiell) “ignore thee data in defeense of a theoory.”
The tw
welve famouss bubbles wee always listt are shown in Exhibit 77. The top roow shows
variouss stock mark
kets: 1929, 1965,
1
Japan, and 2000. R
Regarding 20000, we cann see that,
until 2008,
2
the U.S
S. market did
d not get to trend. It hass an interestiing shape, inncluding a
wondeerful several-year rally. I am pleased to say that iin 2004 and 2005, I desccribed the

markett’s ascent as “the greatest sucker rallly in historyy,” so I wass very relievved that it
wiped out and com
mpleted the bu
ubble cycle by
b bursting iin 2009, withh interest, as shown in
Exhibiit 8. So, in the
t end, Unccle Alan and
d his interestt rate heroiccs only postpponed the
inevitaable. Perhapss it will be the same again.
a
The ssurge of baiilout money certainly
preven
nted the mark
ket from goiing as low this time as would have been justifieed by the
severitty of the crissis. Based on
n history, an appropriate decline wouuld have beenn into the
400s or 500s on thee S&P.
Exhibiit 7

Note: For
F S&P cha
arts, trend is 2% real pricce appreciatioon per year.
* Detrrended Real Price
P
is the price
p
index divided
d
by CP
CPI+2%, sincce the long-teerm trend
increasse in the pricce of the S&P
P 500 has beeen on the ordder of 2% reaal.
Sourcee: GMO As off 10/10/08
Exhibiit 8 – The 20
000 S&P 500
0 Bubble Fin
nally Breakss!

Note: Trend
T
is 2% real price ap
ppreciation per
p year.
* Detrrended Real Price
P
is the price
p
index divided
d
by CP
CPI+2%, sincce the long-teerm trend
increasse in the pricce of the S&P
P 500 has beeen on the ordder of 2% reaal.
Sourcee: GMO As off 10/10/08
Stock market secttors have allso bubbled unfailingly – growth stocks, valuue stocks,
Japaneese growth stocks, etc. In
n fact, they’’ve been verry dependablle. To ignorre them, I
believee, is to avoid
d one of the best, easiest ways of maaking money. At Batterym
march we
investeed in small caap value in 1972-73 becaause we had ccreated a chaart of the ebbb and flow
of the relative
r
perfo
ormance of small
s
cap thaat went back to 1925, andd we could seee this big
cycle of
o small capss. We saw th
he same ebbiing and flow ing with valuue. We madee a ton of
dough:: in just eightt years, Batteerymarch weent from $45 million undeer managemeent in late
1974 to
o being one of
o the largestt, if not the laargest, indepeendent counsseling firm by 1982. It
did so mostly witho
out my help,, since I left in 1977, althhough I did bbequeath my best-ever
idea – small cap vaalue. Small cap value didn
n’t merely w
win; it won byy over 200 ppercentage
points. Small cap ittself won by over 100 poiints (+322% versus +2044%). Batterym
march and
GMO, which contin
nued that trad
dition, won by
b over 100 ppoints. But w
we didn’t keeep up with
small cap
c value, an
nd that has been
b
a lesson
n that has ecchoed througgh my life: w
we hit the
most mammoth
m
of home runs, and
a yet could
dn’t beat the small cap vaalue benchm
mark. (One
reason was that we
w were pick
king higher quality stockks – the reaal survivors. From its
bottom
m in 1974, thee index was supercharged
s
d by a small army of tinyy stocks sellinng at, say,

$1-? a share. Thesee stocks, which were tickeeted for bankkruptcy if thee world stayeed bad for
two more
m
quarters, instead quaadrupled in price
p
in the six months following thhe market
turn.) Picking the right sector was, in thaat case, morre powerful than individdual stock
picking
g. Such them
mes are very, very
v
hard to beat.
Let mee end by em
mphasizing th
hat respondin
ng to the ebbbs and flowss of major cycles and
saving your big betts for the outtlying extrem
mes is, in myy opinion, eassily the best way for a
large pool
p
of moneey to add vallue and reducce risk. In coomparison, w
waiting on thhe railroad
tracks as the “Bubb
ble Express” comes barreeling toward you is a veryy painful wayy to show
your diisdain for maacro conceptss and a blind
d devotion to your central skill of stockk picking.
The reeally major bubbles
b
will wash away big
b slices off even the beest Graham aand Dodd
portfollios. Ignoring
g them is not a good idea.
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